
·PRACTICING the
safety from their
cruise, Amanda
Wiley, Marci Eller
and Ann Byriel
check out the
reflecting life
jackets. The three
girls took a
cruise to the
Bahamas during
spring break.

Looking back...having

NOREGRETS
IF ONLYRE-CHANCESWEREGIVEN...SOMEWOULD
CHOSETOUN-DOWHATWASDONE.
WHAT TYPESOF REGRETSDIDTHE
SENIORSHAVE?

•I regretmissingsomuchschool.I had toomuch
make-upwhen I did.

-ALICIACOBB
=Screwing around too much.

-JEREMYFRANK
=Not trying everything that came up. I wish
I would've tried everything so there would
be no way to wonder what could have hap
pened.

-RACHELGOULD
•Not putting forth full effort because I know
I could have done better if I had tried.

-BILLWILCOX
•Not being in more extra-curricular activities, like the paper,
yearbook, etc. -ANDYPEDERSEN
•I regret getting bad grades until my senior year.

-SARAHROLL
•I skipped my band lessons and always talked in Miss Reideler's
class. -LEAH HENRY

"I regret being
involved with a
certain clique.
There are many
other people that
hauea lot to offer
if you just give
them a chance."

Karen Myers

11'11' LOOKING shell
shocked, Erin Baker ('99)
appears surprised as
Shonelle Kudrna ('99)
tells her some news.

11' STRUMMING a tune
on his guitar, Brad
Crouthamel ('99) gets
ready to play with his
band Dewn.
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GUADALUPE GARCIA
RACHEL GOULD

NATHAN GREINER
CYNTHIA GRUNDSTAD

JULIANNE HAMIL

ERIC CHRISTENSEN
ALICIA COBB

BECKY COLVIN
BRAD CROUTHAMEL

JODI DAIGH

KARRIE DANNER
SCOTT DEGENEFFE

ERIC DUFFEE
MARCI ELLER

ALISSA ELSBERRY

MYSTIQUE ESCHLIMAN
SEAN FARLEY

KEVIN FERGUSON
JEFFREY FITZGERALD
NICOLAS FONTANINI

AMANDA FOSTER
STEFANIE FOSTER

JENNIFER FRISK
SHANNON FUSON

TAMI GANO
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·HELPING out injured
quarterback Zach Kapfer
('99), seniors Eric Duffee and
Tim McGlynn walk him into
the senior breakfast. Zach
was hurt during the first
game of the year and was out
for the season.

Sticks and stones may breakmy bones

PUNISHMENTS TOLD
REMEMBERING PUNISHMENTS FROM THE PAST, SENIORS
SHOW THAT THEY WEREN'T THE PERFECT ANGELS THEY
WANTED EVERYONE TO BELIEVE.SENIORS STATED THE
WORST PUNISHMENTS THEY'VE EVER HAD.

•Having to scrub the kitchen floorwith a toothbrush.
-JENNYBACKOUS

• I was called an ultra-conservative jerk.
-CHRIS MURPHY

• I wasn't allowed to watch cartoons for a whole week.
-ZACH KAPFER

• I got detention in 5th grade because the teacher said I rolled my
eyes at him but I didn't so I started crying.

-TIFFANY HASSTEDT
• In seventh grade I had to go in Mr. Cox's room after school to
talk to him because I was playing tic-tac-toe with Laura Burdette
while we were correcting a worksheet.

-JODIDAIGH
• I cheated on a spelling test in second grade. My teacher put my
name on the board and made me stay inside for recess. Needless
to say, I never did it again. -MOLLY NASH
• In first grade I laughed when Dani Norton tickled me so the
reading aide made me go into the classroom and sit while the rest
of the class went to lunch. She forgot about me and I missed
lunch and recess. -KIM IRONS

"I missed one
Saturday morn
ing detention so I
got 3 more plus
in-school sus
pension. I
missed classes
during the
week."

JacobWaooley

11 WAITING for the bell to
ring, Kristen Krumhardt
('99) has her bag packed
and is ready to go.
Students tended to get
anxious at the end of class
periods and were usually
ready to leave before the
bell rang.

jJ. SHOWING off her
ability to get more paint on
herself than on the street,
Kristy Harris ('99) flaunts
her messy self. Street
painting was a great time
for each class to get
together and have fun
while breaking the rules .



"Mr. Pott's
classes are my
favorite. I like
being able to
make stuff and
not be told how
to do it."

Jess Jones

·WORKING away aj the
computer, T.J.Terrell ('99)
looks up his needed informa
tion. Computers became very
important to the students year
by year because of the need to
find information.

Looking back sometimes brings

OLD MEMORIES
RECESSWAS THE TIME OF THE DAY THAT EVERYONE SEEMED TO LOOK FOR
WARD TO. FRIENDS MET ON THE PLAYGROUND AND FILLED THEIR TIME
WITH THEIR FAVORITE ACTIVITY.

• I liked ball tag because you could throw a ball at someone you didn't likeand it was all right.
-NICKSCHROEDER

• I loved the piano slide at Lincoln Elementary because we could sneak behind it and
kiss the boys.

-SARAH MUSE
• I liked standing next to the wall because I was always in trouble.

-JASON BAUER
• I would swing upside down on the red bar doing flips. I thought it was the cool thing
to do along with all the other little girls.

-KARRIE DANNER
•We had some fierce 4-square competitions!

-ANGIE POMETTO
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JUSTIN HAMMAN
STEPHANIE HAMMER
JERROD HANSON
KRISTY HARRIS
CORY HARSTAD

TIFFANY HASSTEDT
KRISTEN HENDERSON
LEAH HENRY
LUCAS HERRICK
BRENDAN HESSER

KELLI HILL
JOEL HITSMAN
CALEB HOCKETT
JENNIFER

HOLLINGSWORTH
AMY HOPKINS

JOHN HOWELL
CHRISTINA HUDGENS
KIMBERLY IRONS
ERIC JAY
NICOLE JENSEN

AMANDA JOHNSON
MARCUS JOHNSON
JESSICA JONES
ALLEN JOY
ZACHARY KAPFER
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AARON KELLY
MEGAN KERWOOD
NATASHA KESTER

BENJAMIN KILSTROM
ALLYSON KNUTSON

TRISHA KOPPIT
ANN KOSTELNICK

STEPHANIE KRETLOW
ANNE KRUMHARDT

KRISTEN KRUMHARDT

SHONELLE KUDRNA
SARA KUDRON

BENJAMIN LARREW
KATIE LIND

BRENT LOVIN

ROBERT MADSON
ANNIE MAHOOD
MISTY MARTIN

JOSHUA MARTZ
BENJAMIN MATTHIES

KRISTIN MATTSON
JESSE McCOY
TIM McDANEL

TIMOTHY McGLYNN
DOUG MITCHELL
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·DANCING as any tourist
would, Andy Pedersen('99)
enjoys time in a restaurant
in Spain. Andy traveled
with the foreign language
group to Spain during
spring break.

Putting sweet thoughts and ideas into

FUNNY VALENTINES
FROM THE DAYS OF HOMEMADE HEARTS TO THE DAYS
OF FINE PROMISING GIFTS OF AFFECTION, THE MOST
EXPENSIVE VALENTINE GIFTS WEREN'T ALWAYS THE
FAVORITES. WHO GAVE YOU THE BEST VALENTINE
AND WHY WAS IT so SPECIAL?

• In 4th grade, I got a big red heart made ofwax from Cindy
Grundstad. It was specialbecause it was my first REALValentine from
a girl!

- JOEL l-fl'ISMAN
.1 got a Valentine from T.J. Terrell that said, 'You're better than
Iowa State'.

-EMILY BROOKS
•Randy Johnson gave me a Valentine just this year. It was very
unexpected but it was really sweet of him. It was special be
cause I never thought that Randy really knew who I was and it
really made my day at work.

-KRISTIN MATTSON
•Igot one from my morn. Every year she makes the day special.

-DN I NORTON
•Tiffany Hasstedt gave me my first and only Valentine from
anyone. -PAUL REESE
=My morn and dad gave me a nice card and ......it had money in
it. -JEFF FITZGERALD

"My Valentine
from Marci Eller
was the best
because it was
the first Valen
tine gift that
shocked me."

Justin Hamman

11" READY to grab the
special picture, Amy
Hopkins takes a chance
on pointing the camera.
Students had several
chances to get involved in
photography: Photogra
phy class, Spotlight, and
yearbook.

~ DURING a time out at a
volleyball game, Heather
Behn and Erin Baker
concentrate on the fans
while the coach explains a
game plan. The number of
volleyball fans increased
during the season due to the
improvement of the team.
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"In kindergarten, I was a punk rocker
with ratted hair, flourescent pink and
green hair, spandex pants, baggy shirt,
high tops and lots of big bracelets. I
felt so cool."

AMANDA WILEY

-ENJOYING her pizza with friends, Karrie
Danner ('99) gets ready to make a toast. Karrie
participated in a progressive dinner party with
her girlfriends during the holiday season.

-JOERHODD
-KAREN MYERS

Ghost and Goblins lurking

HALOWEEN OUTFITS
REMEMBER THE EXCITEMENT WHEN THE END OF
OCTOBER ROLLED AROUND. IN THE ELEMENTARY
DAYS STUDENTS CARVED PUMPKINS AND WENT
TRICK OR TREATING. THE PROBLEM WAS FINDING
THE RIGHT COSTUME.

ftWORKING on a story for the big
Spotlight deadline, Aaron Kelly
('99) tries to put his feelings and
research into print. Aaron was one
of the Valedictorians for the Class
of '99.

• I was a big butterfly and I painted my own wings and wore all
black. Annie [twin sister]was the same thing and we stood out
together. - KRISTENKRUMHARDT
• I wore a camoflauge suit because I could sneak around in the bushes and trees and
really scare people. -NATHAN PEEBLER
• I went as a transparent man, but I forgot to drink the radioactive goo so everyone
saw my he-man underwear. -TYLERSTEVENS
• I went as a red crayola crayon one year. My morn made the costume.

• I went as Rainbow Brite.
·When I was 5, I dressed up as Boy George! I was so in love with him.

-SARAH WIKERT
• I went as a dinosaur. -JOHN HOWELL
• I dressed up like a gumball machine by putting a bunch of balloons in a clear garbag
bag and wore it around. -KIM STONE
•Snow White -STACI BIEHN
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DAN MOELLER
TRAVIS MOORMAN
CHRIS MURPHY
SARAH MUSE
SARAH MUSSER

KAREN MYERS
MOLLY NASH
MELISSA NELSON
HEATHER NEWBROUG
DANIELLE NORTON

MICHAEL OATMAN
AARON OLSON
ELAINA PATTERSON
JANELLE PATTERSON
ANDREW PEDERSEN

NATHAN PEEBLER
RYAN PERVIER
AARON PETERSEN
SAMANTHA

PFALZGRAF
GREGORY PIKLAPP

JENNIFER PLUMMER
ANGELA POMETIO
AARON RAMSEY
TROY RARDIN
PAUL REESE
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LEAH REEVES
JOE RHODD

ANJALI RICHARDS
MICHELE ROBB

SARAH ROLL

CORY ROSE
TAMI RUSSELL

LINDSAY SAUNDERS
NICHOLAS SAWYER

KYLE SCHMIDT

NICHOLAS SCHROEDER
CHRISTOPHER SHAFER

SARA SHEARER
AARON SMILEY

BARBARA SMITH

HEATHER SMITH
JOSHUA SMITH
TYLER SMITH

SARAH SPRINGER
KENNETH STEVENS

TYLER STEVENS
BENJAMIN STONE
KIMBERLY STONE

MARCIE STROVERS
TIMOTHY TERRELL
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Seeing and hearing isn't

BELIEVING
BEING A KID MEANT COLLECTIONS OF ALL KINDS.
WHAT WERE THE FAVORITE TillNGS TO COLLECT?

• "I collectedsticksbecause I used the to throw at my sister."
-NIKKIBEYER

• "Locust shells from trees."
-KARLY AVIS

• "Bugs and model jets and rockets so I could look at the little
part. I've always been interested in flight."

-ALLEN JOY
• "I collected Barbie things and played Barbie with my sister."

-DENISE WAGNER
• "Ertl toy tractors and trucks"
• "Bouncy balls"

-NIK KILSTROM
-LAURA BURDETTE

• "Smurfs. There were the coolest and still are."
-TAMI RUSSELL

• "Shark teeth. My aunt would pick them up and send them to
me or I would go to visit her and we would walk the beach and
pick them up."

• "Small calendars"
-MARCI STROVERS
-MARIA BIGDAY

• "Barbies and Teddy Bears. Barbies were popular and teddy
bears gave me comfort."

-JENNFRISK

1/Acting like a
little kid with my
friend Marcus
Johnson was fun
in the fall...with
all the leaves. /I

Annie Krumhardt

11 LISTENING to the music
on a long but ride, Bob
Madson tries to relax
before heading to the D.C.
concert. Even though bus
rides were not always
pleasant, getting home
was the best.

!J. JUST GOOFING, Anne
Kostelnick shows the talent
she has to rearrange her
hair. Even though seniors
were to be mature, at
times, just being a kid was
much more fun.

Seniors
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"I hope to be remembered for my presi
dential campaign because I'm going to
need the votes in 2016./1

Eric Duffee

-HAVING a bite to eat, the varisity football team
enjoys their team breakfast before school. On
every Friday morning of home games, the parents
provided the early morning meal.

#

What do you want to be remembered for?

ROLE MODELS
LEAVING A LEGACY MEANS BEING
REMEMBERED FOR SOMETHING ...GOOD OR BAD

• Volleyballand the awards I received.
-ERINBAKER

• Being kind and generous to others.
-SARAH MUSSER

=My sense of humor. I have a good one once you get to
know me.

11"11 ALWAYS interestted
in the students, Mr. Hal
Lyness stops by T.J.
Terrell's ('99) locker to
see what he is studying.
Students throughout the
years pronounced Mr.
Lyness as one of their
favorite teachers and
substitute.

-KEVIN FERGUSON
=Someone who didn't talk much until you got to know me
then I wouldn't shut up.

-LEAH REEVES

<= STANDING along the
sides lines of a home
game, the varsity football
team cheers on a strong
offensive effort. Mem
bers of the team found
that the classmates were
always there to support
their efforts. :
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CLASS COLORS:
Hunter Greenand
CarmineRed.

CLASS FLOWER:
White rosetippedin
red.



CLASSCOLORS: J.O GPA Brown Award:
Hunter Greenand
CarmineRed.

CLASSFLOWER:
White rosetippedin
red.

arly Avis
_.icole Brogden
Eric Duffee
Kim Irons
Allen Joy

CLASS MOTTO:
Nothing we do changes the past,
everything we do changes the
future.

Aaron Kelly
Sara Kudron
JanellePatterson
Angela Pometto
Jill Thieben





:\SS OF 1999 Row 1: Amanda Foster, Katrina Olsen, Mindi Becker, Amanda Johnson, Kristin Krumhardt, Emily Brooks, Kristy Harris, Ann Byriel,
da Wiley, Cindy Grundstad, Jessica Jones, Tyler Smith, Karen Myers, Allyson Knutson, Megan Kerwood, Andrea Thede, Kristin Mattson, Kim

e, Sarah Wikert, Sarah Muse, Colleen Thomas, Erin Baker. Row 2: Marci Eller, Tami Gano, Samantha Pfalzgraf, Mystique Eschliman, Amy
way, Jodi Daigh, Laura Burdette, Marci Strovers, Elaina Patterson, Annie Mahood, Nicole Brogden, Karly Avis, Chris Murphy, Cece Baldus, Annie

:mnhardt, Amy Hopkins, Heather Arringdale, Shannon Fushon. Row 3: Wendy Westburg, Michelle Robb, Alicia Van Cannon, Rhonda Walrod, Andrea
ewman, Joehodd, Jennifer Plummer, Melissa Nelson, Lindsay Saunders, Julianne Hamil, Jason Bauer, Shonelle Kudrna, Heather Newbrough, Kelli

Cory Rose, Tammy Russell, Sarah Shearer, Allen Joy, Jennifer Hollingsworth, Eric Duffee, Maria Bigday, Zach Kapfer, Angela Pometto. Row 4:
b Woodley, Trisha Koppit, Rick Titus, Cory Harstad, Aaron Kelly, Stefanie Foster, Brent Lovin, Greg Piklapp, Stephanie Hammer, TJ Terrell,
cus Johnson, Tim McGlynn, Nick Schroeder, Jeff Fitzgerald, Nathan Peebler, Dan Moeller, Heather Smith, Rachel Gould, Janelle Patterson, Kim
. Row 5: Brad Crouthamel, Robert Madson, Andrew Grimm, Stephanie Kretlow, Danielle Norton, Misty Martin, Tasha Kester, Nick Sawyer,
Musser, Sean Farley, Katie Lind, Andy Pedersen, Kevin Ferguson, Leah Reeves, Anne Kostelnick, Jill Thieben, Sarah Springer, Kristen

- derson, Carrie Danner, Tiffany Hasstedt, Guada Garcia. Row 6: Jeremy Frank, Chris Schafer, Eric Christenson, Aaron Ramsey, Doug Mitchell,
ica Ackermen, Kenney Stevens, Ben Matthies, Neil Westrum, Jason Bass, Cristy Thomas, Emily Vincent, Mike Oatman, Sara Kudron, Nick
trom, Eric Jay, Aaron Smiley, Jesse McCoy, Josh Martz, Luke Herrick, Josh Welcher, Matt Banford, Paul Reece, Kyle Schmidt, Aaron Olson. Row

- Brendan Hesser, Tyler Stevens, Josh Smith, Ryan Majors, Eric Brown. Row 8: Molly Nash, Leah Henry, Alissa Elsberry, Staci Biehn, Jennifer
- . k, John Howell, Ben Stone, Jerrod Hanson, Justin Hamman, Nate Buckingham, Travis Moorman, Nate Griener, Matt Blaha, Jimmy Tometich, Troy
. din. Row 9: Caleb Hockett, Bill Wilcox, John Wittrock, Nic Fontanini, John Mahoney, Scott Degeneffe, Ryan Pervier, Joel Hitman, Rodney Nevels.

3E1 lOR CLASS OFFICERS: Vice President Aaron Kelley, Treasurer Greg Piklapp,
~etary Stefanie Foster, President Brent Lovin.

CLASS MOTTO: Nothing we do changes the past - everything
e do changes the future.

BROWN AWARD
4.0 GPA

KARLY AVIS
NICOLE BROGDEN

ERIC DUFFEE
KIM IRONS
ALLEN JOY

AARON KELLY
SARA KUDRON

JANELLE PATTERSON
ANGELA POMETTO

JILL THIEBEN

HALL OF FAME
28ACT AND 3.8 GPA

JESSICA ACKERMAN
KARLY AVIS
ERIC DUFFEE
KIM IRONS

KRISTEN KRUMHARDT
SARA KUDRON

JANELLE PATTERSON
ANDREA THEDE
JILL THIEBEN
BILL WILCOX
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Everyone has an opinion to
share. What do you
look forward to in the
future?

"I look forward to graduating from
high school, going to college and
starting my career."

-Amanda Elsberry, '00

"In the future, I look forward to moving
out and going to college. I can't wait
to be out of the house and on my
own. -Kara Lestina, '00

"I hope to go to college and play foot
ball. I'm going to major in agricultural
development."

-Jamie Lynch, '00

QUINCY ALBER
JESSEANDERSON

JESSICA ANDERSON
COLIN ASKELSEN

KERRYBALLANTYNE
AARON BARNETI

BEAU BARRETI

ERIN BARRETI
CODY BASS

BRETIBATHEL
KRISTINE BEAMAN

HEATHER BEDINGFIELD
HEATHER BEHN
MARCI BENNETI

~o I Juniors

515-432-2973
1-888-393-1333

708 Keeler St. Boone Vision Center
Boone/Iowa 50036 Jeffery C. Anderson, 0.0.

Doctor of Optometry



I am the King of the World!"
Those words from Titanic became
one of the best known lines of the
year. On September I, the movie
that made it famous was released
on video.
When the movie was released to
the public, several had difficulty
in getting a copy. Some merchants
couldn't order enough to satisfy
customers, others had computer
troubles.
"When we went to the check-out,
it wouldn't ring up right. Then
when we were walking out the
door, we got beeped," junior
Jamie Dawkins said.
The original projection had the

copies of the video flying out the doors. The first few
days of sales proved that prediction to be correct.
However, many decided that they were satisfied
seeing it once in the theater or they just were not
impressed enough to buy it.

"Even though Kate Winslet gets naked, I'm not
going to buy it," sophomore Allen Philo said.
As for the difference between predicted numbers of

sales and actual sales ...Titanic sunk.

g~
THE CROWDS

·ENJOYING some
hallway fun,
juniors take a break
outside the athletic
office. Because
students were not
admitted to the
building during the
noon hour, they
tended to congre
gate in the com
mons area.

I -by Shyla Zentner

2 112 ¢WO RTH: Eric Duffee ('99) claims he .will be President of the
.nited States. He has already selected his cabinet and advisors.

LANE BIELFELT
RYAN BJUSTROM
COURTNEY BLOMGREN
NATHAN BOESEN
JEREMYBOGUE
CODY BOWERS
TRAVIS BOWMAN

TIFFANY BOYER
JULIA BRACKLEIN
CHRIS BRANDT
STEPHANIE BURDESS
PETERBURGAR
ANNA BURKE
AMANDABYAS
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-STUDENTS complain that
pottery classes make a mess on
clothing. They also found that a
day working with clay dried out
their skin.

-TRIMMING his foot on his pot,
Josh Davidson, '00 slowly
perfects his piece. Students
found that patience helped with
perfection.

ASHLEY CAMPBELL
BRYCECARLSON

DEANNA CARPENTER
ROBERT CARPERNTER

MICHAEL CASPER
JORDAN CLARK
HEATH CLINE

ISHACOX
JESSICACOX

BETHDANILSON
JOSEPHDARBY

JOSHUA DAVIDSON
JAMIEDAWKINS

JANELLDISBROWE

NATHAN DOERDER
BRIAN DOTZLER
JOSEPH DROSTE

TIFFINI ELLIS
AMANDA ELSBERRY
MELISSA ENGLEEN

ERB JONATHAN

MICHAEL ETRINGER
SHAWN FAY

ANGELA FITZGERALD
BRIAN FLEMING

JOHN FLYNN
JEANNA GARVEY

NICHOLAS GETSCHMAN

9;2 I Juniors

Best Wishes to the Class of 1999 ...We are proud of you
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818 Story Street 432-5207



~ I find that the more time I spendI in the pottery classroom, the less time I
have for trouble.

I love making pots because it is
something that I personally am creat
ing and no one can do it exactly like I
do.

Mr. Potts helps us a lot when we
have trouble with the size or the shape.
It seems like I can have a total mess

and then he comes along and helps for just a couple of
minutes and it looks like a piece of art. I think his
help has definitely benefitted me.

NO SOONER

THAN DONE

·WORKING on a
project for crafts
class, students
create a mosaic
pattern using small
tiles. Mrs. Kathy
Kalmoe tried to
bring in some of
the non-traditional
art forms.

BY Josh Davidson ('00)

2 1/2¢ WORTH: Who said that we couldn't amount to anything be
cause we are kids ....guess again!

SCOTT GILDEA
EMILY GLYNN
SARAH GRUSCH
SCOTT GUNION
ABBYHAGAN
KENNY HAGEN
DAVID HAlLA

JEANNEITE HAMIL
C.T.HAMMOND
HOLLYHAMPTON
TRAVISHARDMAN
KELUHARPER
ANNEHO
AUlSON HOCKETT

HEIDI HOCKETT
CHAD HOUSTON
KATIE HOWE
CLINT HURLEY
EVAN HUTVCINSON
KIAIHLE
JASON INGRAM

AARON JACKSON
JOEL JACOBSON
RANDY JOHNSON
JAMIES JONES
LYNN JONES
GLENN KEFFER
JENAKELLEY

Juniors



I basically stay in
only one part of
the building .
Industrial tech
and art ....so I
don't care about
halls.
-RYAN MAJORS,

'00

CHECKING out some informa
tion on the Internet, juniors
Chad Houston, C.T. Hammond
and Joe Darby to find their
needed web sites.

-JENNY
MEIBORG, '00

There is no way
we can get to
our classes on
time with the
halls as
crowded as they
are.

We need a bigger
school. It's a pain
to try to go
through the hall
ways and run into
kids of all ages.
One of the best
things we could
do for this com
munity would be
to get the Middle
School out of
here.

-JON ERB, '00

·PUTTING her mind to work,
Kara Lestina '00 tries to figure
out a crossword puzzle
worksheet in history class.

CORYKENNEDY
TAMARAKEPPLE

MATTHEWKIELTY
JON KNEZEVICH
0iRJS KRAMER
ALLENKRUM

HOLLYLAHNER

AMANDA LAMOUREUX
LEVILANZ

KARA LFSTINA
ADRIENE LEWIS

CHRIS LINDERBLOOD
ERIC LINDGREN
RYAN LOGAN

JAMES LYNCH
NATHAN MALLAS
JENNY MCCLOUD
JUSTIN MCCOMB

MOLLY MCCONKEY
JESSICA MCDANEL
KRISTIN MCDEVITT
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MAN! The halls are too small! The
time for passing is too short! The
teachers just don't understand!

"It's really hard to go from
one side of the school to another
side of the building in just four
minutes," junior Erin Anderson
said.

Because of the increase in
student population, people felt
that the administration needed to
consider changes that would
adjust to the chaos in the halls.

"The passing time is too shot and it should be
longer so that we can get to our classes on time. The
teachers complain and we get in trouble when it isn't
even our fault," junior Ryan Logan said.
Most teachers understand the situation. "If stu

dents have to come from the locker rooms to third
floor, they need more time," history teacher Mr. Bud
Smith said.

-WAITING for Mrs.
Karen Hesser to
begin her English
class, juniors relax
a minute after
struggling in the
crowded halls.

·byKaylee Lewiston

-HANGING out before
the school day starts,
juniors discuss what
they have in store for
them for the day.

JASONMCOOWELL
JUSTINMCOOWLL
NICOLE MCGLYNN
MARTYMCINTYRE
JENNIFER.MEIBORG
KAlHY MELCHERT
ASHLYMENTZER

JOSHUA MICHEL
JENNY MIKESELL
JASON MILLER
STACY MOELLER
JESSICA MONTAG
BEN MOORE
JESSICA MOORMAN

HEATHER MORPHEW
AMANDA MURPHY
JESSICA MUSSER
ROBERTA MUSSER
LESLEYMYERS
MICHAEL MYERS
CODY NEELY

2 1/2 WORTH: When Mr. Potts got engaged to his wife Rhonda, he asked
er 5 times as a joke before he actually proposed.
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·STRUTTING their stuff before the
Powderpuff game, the junior cheerleaders
think they are really tough. As friends, they
helped each other dress and put make-up on
for the game.

·NOTICING this is a great way to start a
morning, Nick Getschman ('00), Dan Moeller
('00) and Nic Fontanini ('99) take advantage of
the varisty football breakfast. Parents of the
players served the morning meal at home
games.

·MESSING around and being careful not to hurt
one another, friends Sarah Riesberg ('00) and
Katie Wittrock ('00) have fun just being them
selves. Girls found they had many levels of
friendships .

••GETTING ready to leave school friends Sarah
Grusch ('00) and Holly Lahner ('00) stop for a
picture. One of the best things friends did was
take plenty of pictures and create scrapbooks
for graduation tables.

NICK NEREM
CHINH NGUYEN
JENNIFER NIDAY
AMANDA NISSEN

AMY NYSTROM
MARK OLOFSON

GENTRIE OUVERSON

JOHN PATTEN
NATALIE PEARSON
ANDREW PEPPLES
GARRETT PIKLAPP

BRADY PLATTER
ADAMPROVAH
TONYAPRATT

I Juniors

715 West 3rd Street • 432-0995
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BESTWISHES TO ALL THE SENIORS IN THE CLASS OF 1999



really true
FRIENDSHIP

"I would be lost without the computers in the IMC. There
would be no way that I could do the researchfor my classes.
Also the T-I85 calculators in Algebra sure made me look far
more intelligent in my daily work."

- SUZEE WILSON, '02

"We use the m-Power program in our science classes to do
class presentations. It was OK but many people lost their
programs on the day they were supposed to present."

-ANDREW FOLTZ, '02

"I thought giving speeched in the ICN room was the funnest
thing I did all year. We got to use a variety of things like the
computer, laser-disc player, student camera, teacher camer
and speakers on the desk. It made the speeches fun."

-MATT CLARK, '02

2 1/2 WORTH: At the Dave Matthews concert, Heidi Hockett was so
emotionally moved that she cried.

JASON PROUTY
JOSHUA REECE
ALYSSAREINHAR~T .
SARAH RIESBERG
SHANNONRI
ANGELA ROBINSON
KAYLEA ROBINSON

JOHN ROSE
LAO SANCHEZ
ERIC SANDEGREN
DANIEL SCHAAF
BRAD SCHLIEMAN
MIKE SCHMIDT
HEATHERSC~ECHEL

Juniors



·READING the play Macbeth in English
class, juniors Gentrie Overson and Adam
Povah enjoy using the props. The play is
read in English 3B every year.

·STANDING by the ski lift at Seven Oaks,
Marci Webb gets ready to go downhill. The
juniors took the day on January 8th to ski
with their PE instructors.

LINDSAYSHANNON
AARON SIDERS

ERINSILVERlHORN
ROBERTSMl1H

ABESfONE
AMANDASfONE

RYANSTONE

JENNIFER STRABLEY
KEVIN STREIFF

TONY SUNDALL
MARK SWAN
TRAVIS TATE

JENNY TEDRWO
MIRANDA THOMPSON

901 West 3rd

[F£~[b~W~®
Call at 515-432-5874
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~8 I Juniors Special Congratulations to the Class of 1999



TAKING TESTS
A skill of a lifetime

AP! As the pencil broke in two, be optional. Some districts reward
e test taker began to panic. The students for good attendance by

not requiring them to take the tests.
"We used to have the semester

test option tied to attendance, but
the school board felt that students

needed to take the
tests so they
would be pre
pared in college,"

testing time would be over in 15
minutes and no talking was al
lowed. Just how was anyone
supposed to find another pencil.?
Tests were always frus-

trating to take, but
emester tests ((:;~~~e~~nd

didn't study for
any of my tests. I
figured 20%
couldn't hurt or
me much.
-John Flynn

eemed even more
frustrating. Too
much was at stake in
orne classes to treat
them like a joke.
"I always seem to get

my hardest tests on the
arne day. It's nice to
o-etthem out of the way,
but it's frustrating be
cause I want to do my

Mrs. Jeanne
Duffy said.

Some grades
were based on
projects rather than
actual tests.

"I like the fact
that we could work

on a project that would
show what we learned rather than

best," junior Katie Howe said. just answer questions," junior
Students felt that the tests should Sarah Riesberg said.

•AMY HOPKINS

WHAT'S THE
WORST THING

ABOUT
STUDYING FOR

TESTS?

"I never know how
to study because
the stuff usually
comes to me pretty
easy....1have been
known to bomb a
test though!"

·Robert Wetzeler

"I hate tests and
refuse to study for
them!"

-Jason Prouty

CHRIS TURBES
HEIDI VANFOSSEN
ERIC VERHELST
JUSTIN VINCHATTLE
COLETTE WAGNER
AMYWALTERS
MEGAN WALTERS

MARCY WEBB
JOSEPH WEBER
RANDALL WELCH
NATHAN WELLENDORF
JUSTIN WELLS
ALBERTWESTBERG
ROBERTWETZELER

2 1/2 WORTH: It seems that every time we try to do something that is
a little different, everyone makes fun of us! • Sophomore

Juniors
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barrassed, but this incident will

be memorable. Normally I have

privacy in my home, but you

never know when you have sisters

around. I was changing my

clothes and my sister's friends

walked in on me. Now they-all

call me buns.

-MATT WICKMAN '00

~o

CYN1HIA WHEELER
FAITHWHITE

JACKIEWICKMAN
MATI WICKMAN
MARIAWILHITE
CARIEWILliAMS

KAYLENEWIlSON

JUSTIN WIRTZ
KATIE WI1TROCK
FAWNWOIWOOD

ALBERTWOLFGRAM
BRIAN WONDERLY

LINDA WOOD
SARA YUNGCLAS

SHYLA ZENTNER

I Juniors

a: ~ Karly Avis
Q ~ Ann Byriel
r5 ~ Tami Gano
C/)0 Kristy Harris

school with my brother when we

got out early one day. He slipped

on the ice and started falling. As

he was on his way down, he

decided to pull me down with

him. I was so embarrassed be-

cause everyone was watching.

• MARCY WEBB '00

Carol Renae Dance & Tumbling Studio ~ C/)
Sara Kudron Z ~

808 7th Street 432-1838 Kristin Mattson ~ (5
CONGRATULATIONS JUSTIN HAMMAN! Karen Mayers ~:o

~
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-ALWAYS knowing they have
an adventure ahead of them,
juniors Allison Hockett, Holly
Hampton and Kerry Ballantyne
head for their next music class.
Students found that memories
were created during many of
their extracurricular activities
such as music.

-RELAXING as they work on their
homework, Linda Wood '00 and
Cody Bowers '00 use the chorus
room for study time. Students
found a variety of places to study
during open campus.

-VISITING and solving prob
lems of the work, Jill Thieben
'00 and [eanna Garvey '00 take
advantage of their free time.
Students involved in many
activities found spare time
limited.

Ask anyone who cares: Matt Banford has a scar caused by Nathan
Buckingham shooting him with a paintball gun.

Juniors


